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a b s t r a c t

The need for a PSA (Probabilistic Safety Assessment) for a multi-unit at a site is growing after the
Fukushima accident. Many countries have been studying issues regarding a multi-unit PSA. One of these
issues is the problem of many combinations of accident sequences in a multi-unit PSA. This paper deals
with the methodology and software to quantify a PSA scenarios for a multi-unit site. Two approaches are
developed to quantify a multi-unit PSA. One is to use a minimal cut set approach, and the other is to use a
Monte Carlo approach.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Many nuclear power plants are composed of several nuclear
power plants at a site. PSAs (Probabilistic safety assessment) of
multi-unit sites have been piloted since the early 1980s, such as the
Seabrook PSA [1]. Since 2000, it has become necessary to examine
the suitability of the current safety health objectives with regard to
SMR (Small modular reactor) licensing, which is composed of
multiple reactors. The Fukushima accident also increased the need
for a multi-unit PSA. South Korea has several multi-unit sites. The
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) has been per-
forming multi-unit PSA research. Lim has summarized the research
activities at KAERI [2,14].

In the Multi-Unit PSA International Workshop held in Canada in
2014, a number of issues were discussed in relation to the multi-
unit PSA [3]. For example, it is necessary to cover the adverse ef-
fects of a one unit accident on other units, the shared systems, the
accident management, the organizational factors, and so on.

Among other things, handling the numerous combinations of
multi-unit sequences is not easy. In this paper, we focus on the
modeling and quantification methodology of multi-unit PSA
scenarios.

It is difficult to express a multi-unit scenario using an event tree
because there are too many combinations of sequences. Seabrook
PSA [1] and Zhang [11] tested an approach to develop a scenario at
the plant level in an event tree.

In this article, we will describe an approach developed to eval-
uate all combinations of sequences in a multi-unit PSA. The
approach is to derive and quantify a multi-unit scenario from a
large PSA model that is constructed by combining all PSA models
for each unit. Note that the other issues such as the shared systems,
CCF (Common cause failure) between units, accident management,
and organizational factors are not handled in this article.

A software package has been developed to quantify numerous
scenarios of a multi-unit PSA. In Section 2, the software framework
for the multi-unit PSA developed in this study will be described.
The minimal cut set approach and Monte Carlo approach will be
described in Sections 3 and 4, respectively. An approach for an
interface with a Level 2 PSA will be described in Section 5.

2. Overview of multi-unit PSA software

2.1. Multi-unit PSA scenario

The modeling and quantification of a Multi-Unit PSA scenario
have different characteristics compared to those of a single unit PSA
scenario. As mentioned in the summary of the IAEA Multi-Unit
international workshop held in 2014, one of the issues in a multi-
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unit PSA is how to deal with numerous scenarios.
In a multi-unit PSA, we need to consider all combinations of

sequences. It is necessary to quantify the core damage scenario in a
unit, the core damage scenario in two units, the core damage sce-
nario in three units, and so on, as shown below:
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where S(i, p) is the p-th sequence of unit I,M is the number of units,
and Ni is the number of sequences in the unit i.

Suppose we have six units and there are ten sequences per unit,
then a total of about 1,000,000 scenarios exist. Thus, there are
numerous combinations of sequences to be evaluated. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the concept of multi-unit scenario. (In this article, a sequence
represents an accident sequence in a unit, and a scenario represents
a combination of sequences occurring in several units.)

2.2. Overview of multi-unit PSA software

KAERI has developed two approaches to quantify a multi-unit
PSA scenario.

- Minimal cut set approach: a primary method to generate min-
imal cut sets for a multi-unit PSA model and estimate the core
damage frequency for a multi-unit PSA scenario

- Monte Carlo approach: an alternative method to estimate the
core damage frequency for a multi-unit PSA scenario using a
Monte Carlo simulation

A typical PSA calculates the minimal cut sets for each scenario
and quantifies the core damage frequency using the minimal cut
sets. Because of a large number of scenarios in a multi-unit PSA, it is
almost impossible to calculate minimal cut sets scenario by sce-
nario. We developed an approach that generates minimal cut sets
for the whole multi-unit PSA model and quantifies the frequency of
each scenario from the minimal cut sets. The details of the
approach are described in Section 3.

The Monte Carlo approach was also developed as a supplement
to the minimal cut set approach, especially for cases in which

minimal cut sets cannot be generated or quantification values are in
doubt. This will be discussed in Section 4.

Fig. 2 illustrates the software framework for the multi-unit PSA
developed by KAERI. It consists of three steps:

- Multi-unit PSA modeling
AIMS-PSA: PSA software for event tree and fault tree
modeling

- Analysis of multi-unit PSA model
FTREX: software for minimal cut set generation of a fault tree
FTeMC: software for evaluating top event probability of a
fault tree using Monte Carlo method

- Quantification of multi-unit PSA scenario
SiTER: support tool to quantify multi-unit PSA scenario

AIMS-PSA and FTREX are the typical software for the PSA. FTeMC
and SiTER are developed for the multi-unit PSA. In this article, we
will not describe general functions of software andwill focus on the
characteristics related to the multi-unit PSA.

3. Minimal cut set approach for multi-unit PSA

The approach that we developed is to combine sequences of
each unit in the form of a fault tree. Given the PSA model for each
unit, a multi-unit PSA is performed in three steps, as shown in
Fig. 2.

- Step 1) Build a multi-unit PSA model in the form of a fault tree,
by combining PSA models of each unit

- Step 2) Calculate minimal cut sets for the multi-unit PSA model
- Step 3) Derive and quantify multi-unit scenarios from minimal
cut sets

3.1. Modeling for a unit

It is necessary to quantify all combinations of sequences in a
multi-unit PSA. For this purpose, a PSA model for each unit should
consist of the sum of accident sequences. It is assumed that a PSA
model for each unit includes all issues related to the multi-unit PSA
such as CCF between units, adverse effects of a one unit accident on
other units, and so on. Note that these are not handled in this
article.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of how to build a fault tree model
for a unit by combining event trees and fault trees. In the example,
U-LOOP1 for unit 1 has two event trees, namely, 1ET-LOOP and 1ET-
SBO, which have two sequences and four sequences, respectively.
Thus, U-LOOP1 has a total of six sequences, namely, 1LOOP-3-P01!,
1LOOP-6-P02!, 1SBO-2-P03!, 1SBO-4-P04!, 1SBO-6-P05! and
1SBO-7-P06!. Each sequence in an event tree is converted into a
fault tree and is combined with system fault trees.

We use an approach to generate minimal cut sets for the whole
PSA model. To extract information for each sequence from the

Fig. 1. Numerous combination of multi-unit scenario.
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minimal cut sets, we use a sequence tag event. In Fig. 3, a fault tree
for a sequence 1SBO-2-P03! includes a sequence tag event 1#SBO-
2-P03!.

If we calculate theminimal cut sets for themodel U-LOOP1, each

minimal cut set has a sequence tag event. It enables extracting
minimal cut sets and quantifies the core damage frequency for a
specific sequence.

Fig. 2. Procedure and software for multi-unit PSA.

Fig. 3. Developing a large fault tree for a unit.
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3.2. Top logic modeling for quantification of multi-unit PSA

Given the PSA model for each unit, it is necessary to build a
multi-unit PSA model. The top logic of a multi-unit PSA is modeled
based on the number of failed units, such as a model for a one unit
failure, a model for two unit failure, a model for three unit failure,
and so on. The top logic of the multi-unit PSA can be constructed as
shown in Fig. 4.

The top logic is constructed based on the number of failed units.

- MU-1FAIL-T, MU-2FAIL-T and MU-3FAIL-T represents logics for a
one unit failure, two unit failure, and three unit failure

A model for the given number of failed units is constructed as a
combination of each unit:

- MU-2FAIL-T represents a model for a two unit failure, which is
the multiplication of MU-2FAIL and #2UNITS.

- MU-2FAIL represents a logic for a combination of a two unit
failure, which is a two out of m gate, where m is the total
number of units.

- U-LOOP1, U-LOOP2, and U-LOOP3 are PSA models for units 1, 2,
and 3, respectively.

- #2UNITS is a tag event for the number of failed units. Each cut
set has this tag event. If this tag event is not used, cut sets for a
two or three unit failure will be deleted by the cut sets for a one
unit failure during the cut set generation.

- DEL>2UNITS is intended to delete the minimal cut sets, which
results in a failure of more than 2 units. Note that MU-2FAIL can
include minimal cut sets, which result in a failure of three units
as well as in a failure of two units.

In reality, the logic of DEL>2UNITS does not work as intended
because of sequence tag events. For example, suppose that all three
units have the same minimal cut set X. We can find why it does not
work as follows:

- MU-2FAIL can have a cut set like ‘X * 1#LOOP-6 * 2#LOOP-6’.
- MU-3FAIL can have a cut set like ‘X * 1#LOOP-6 * 2#LOOP-6 *
3#LOOP-6’.

- 1#LOOP-6, 2#LOOP-6 and 3#LOOP-6 are sequence tag events
representing LOOP-6 sequences of unit 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

- DEL>2UNITS is intended to delete X (X * 1#LOOP-6 * 2#LOOP-6)
in MU-2FAIL using X (X * 1#LOOP-6 * 2#LOOP-6 * 3#LOOP-6) in
MU-3FAIL.

- ‘X * 1#LOOP-6 * 2#LOOP-6 * 3#LOOP-6’ cannot subsume ‘X *
1#LOOP-6 * 2#LOOP-6’.

In the methodology discussed in this article, the logic of
DEL>2UNITS is useless. The top logic is modified as in Fig. 5.

MU-2FAIL-T should have nonsense cut sets because DEL>2U-
NITS does not act. Another process was developed to delete these
nonsense cut sets instead of DEL>2UNITS, which is implemented in
the SiTER software.

Let C(k) be minimal cut sets generated from Fig. 4 for a k unit
failure. C(k) can be distinguished by a tag event representing the
number of failed units such as #1UNITS, #2UNITS, and #3UNITS.
The process implemented in the SiTER deletes the nonsense cut
sets as follows:

CðkÞ0 ¼ CðkÞ�
0
@ Y

j¼kþ1

CðjÞ
1
A for each k (4)

$ CðjÞ represents the negate of CðjÞ.
$ A negate is approximated by the ‘delete term approximation’
during cut set generation using FTREX.

$ Sequence tag events are neglected during the process
$ C(k)’ is the final minimal cut sets for a k unit failure

3.3. PSA modeling software

The AIMS-PSA [4] is a typical software for PSA like CAFTA [19] or
SAREX [20]. It consists of following modules:

- event tree editor to create event trees
- fault tree editor to create fault trees
- cut set browser to view the minimal cut sets

Fig. 4. Top logic of multi-unit PSA model.
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- project explorer to manage PSA models
- interface module with FTREX for the generation of minimal cut
sets

An example screen of the AIMS-PSA is shown in Fig. 6.
One of the convenient features of the AIMS-PSA is the

introduction of the project explorer which appears on the left side
of the screen. It manages event trees and fault trees for a PSAmodel.
It combines these event trees and fault trees to build a fault tree,
where event trees are converted into a fault tree, as described in
Fig. 3.

For the example given in Fig. 6, the model MU in the project

Fig. 5. Modified top logic of multi-unit PSA model.

Fig. 6. An example screen of AIMS-PSA software.
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explorer has four fault trees, namely, MU-1.kft, MU-2.kft, MU-3.kft,
and Mu-Top.kft. MU-1.kft, MU-2.kft, and MU-3.kft are PSA models
for units 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Mu-Top.kft is a fault tree corre-
sponding to the top logic for the multi-unit PSA. The project ex-
plorer builds a large multi-unit PSA model with the fault trees and
event trees given in the project, and generate minimal cut sets for
the model.

3.4. Cut set generation

FTREX [21] is used to generate minimal cut sets for a PSA model
like SAREX's FORTE [20]. FTREX is a fast cut set generation software.
It can solve a large fault tree in a relatively short time. FTREX has
several unique features as follows:

- It uses the coherent BDD (Binary Decision Diagram) algorithm
[5] to generate minimal cut sets.

- It solves a fault treewith circular logics. It implements the Yang's
algorithm [22] to handle fault trees with circular logics. A fault
tree with circular logics is converted into a logically equivalent
fault tree without circular logics inside the FTREX.

- It treats a negate as a ‘delete term approximation’. Therefore, the
logic corresponding to a success branch when each sequence of
the event tree is converted into the fault tree is automatically
processed by the ‘delete term approximation’.

- It has a rule-based post processing feature which is used to
modify minimal cut sets to incorporate recovery rules.

Because a multi-unit PSA model is very large, it is necessary to
adjust a truncation value for a cut set generation. Based on a pilot
analysis for a multi-unit PSA, it is possible to quantify a multi-unit
PSA model using FTREX with a higher truncation value [15].

Fig. 7 shows an example of a minimal cut set generated for a
multi-unit PSA model using FTREX. Each minimal cut set includes
two kinds of tag events as follows:

- Sequence tag events: 1#SBO-2-P03!, 2#SBO-2-P03! and 1#SBO-
7-P06! are sequence tag events representing the SBO-2
sequence of unit-1, the SBO-2 sequence of unit-2 and the SBO-
7 sequence of unit-1, respectively.

- The number of failed units: #UNITS1 and #UNITS2 are tag
events representing how many units have failed.

As discussed in Section 3.2, the results in Fig. 7 include the
nonsense cut sets. The 7-th to 13-th minimal cut sets are the same.
EPACF-AC5HR and EPDGW-ALL result in a failure of three units. The

same minimal cut set also appears in a failure of one or two units.
Thus, the 8-th to 13-th minimal cut sets colored in cyan are the
nonsense cut sets that should be deleted. SiTER deletes these
nonsense cut sets, based on Equation (4) in Section 3.2.

3.5. Quantification of multi-unit scenario for level 1 PSA

SiTER is software developed to quantify a multi-unit PSA sce-
nario. It processes the minimal cut sets generated by the FTREX as
follows:

- Read minimal cut sets generated by the FTREX
- Delete nonsense cut sets as discussed in Section 3.2.
- Extract information for multi-unit scenario using sequence tag
events in every minimal cut set

- Calculate the probability of each multi-unit scenario, which is
calculated by summing the minimal cut sets corresponding to
the scenario.

Fig. 8 shows an example screen for a multi-unit scenario clas-
sified using SiTER. Each line represents a multi-unit scenario. The
11-th scenario corresponds to a case inwhich the LOOP-6 sequence
of unit-1 occurs, and the probability of the scenario is calculated as
1.38e-5. The 15-th scenario corresponds to a case inwhich the SBO-
2 sequence of unit-1 and SBO-2 sequence of unit-2 occur simulta-
neously, and the probability of the scenario is calculated as 9.426e-
6.

4. Monte Carlo approach for multi-unit PSA

Although the minimal cut set approach is the most popular and
useful method to quantify a PSA, another approach is to be devel-
oped for the following cases:

- when it is impossible to calculate the minimal cut sets owing to
an overly large PSA model

- when the precision of the minimal cut set approach is doubtful

REA (Rare Event Approximation) or MCUB (Minimal Cut Upper
Bound) is used to quantify the minimal cut sets. Recently, another
approach to convert minimal cut sets into BDD is developed for a
more exact quantification. However, note that theminimal cut sets is
also the result of an approximation because a negate is solved using
a ‘delete-term approximation’. When the probability of the condi-
tional core damage probability is very large, such as in a seismic PSA,
the minimal cut set approach can result in large errors [18].

Fig. 7. Example minimal cut sets for a multi-unit PSA.
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The FTeMC is software developed to evaluate the probability of a
top event of a fault tree using the Monte Carlo method [6]. FTeMC is
modified for the multi-unit PSA and has several features as follows:

- FTeMC is based on a Monte Carlo method using a dagger sam-
pling technique [23].

- It handles a fault tree with circular logics.
- It calculates the probabilities of several top events.
- It handles a fault tree model with several initiating events. The
model is quantified as; CDF ¼P

i
ðf ðIEiÞ*CCDPðIEi ¼ True; IEjsi ¼

FalseÞ
!

- It stores the calculated results for each sample on the history file,
which is transferred to SiTER to analyze the multi-unit scenario.

It can be used to evaluate the probability of amulti-unit scenario
to verify the result of the minimal cut set approach. The calculation
time of the Monte Carlo approach tends to be linearly proportional
to multiplication of the size of the PSA model and the sample size.
Even if the multi-unit PSA model is very large, we can quantify the
multi-unit PSA scenario using the Monte Carlo approach. However,
note that the Monte Carlo approach may require long calculation
times when the large number of samples is required.

Oh introduced the Monte Carlo approach and a pilot application
for a multi-unit PSA [7]. This paper enhances the software used in
Oh's paper for the Monte Carlo approach. Given the PSA model for
each unit, the multi-unit PSA is performed in three steps, as shown
in Fig. 2.

- Step 1) Build a large multi-unit PSA model in the form of a fault
tree, by combining the PSAmodels of each unit. Themodel is the
same as the model of the minimal cut set approach.

- Step 2) Perform aMonte Carlo simulation and save the results in
a history file.

- Step 3) Derive and quantify multi-unit scenarios from the his-
tory of the Monte Carlo simulation.

4.1. Basics of Monte Carlo method to evaluate the top event
probability of a fault tree

The concept of the Monte Carlo method used to evaluate the
probability of a fault tree is given in Fig. 9. For each trial, it

determines the state of each event to be true or false randomly, and
calculates the state of a top event. If the state of the top event is
calculated as true, it increases the number of failures of the top
event. If the number of failures is F out of N trials, the top event
probability is estimated to be F/N.

An example is shown for a fault tree with three gates and three
basic events in Fig. 10. For each trial, the states of the basic events
are randomly determined. Suppose that A is true and B and C are
false in the first trial. G1 and G2 then become true, and in turn TOP
becomes true. For the second trial, A and C are false and B is true.
Then, G1 becomes true and G2 becomes false, and in turn TOP
becomes false. The procedure is repeated for the sample size. If TOP
becomes true F times out of N trials, the top event probability is
estimated as F/N.

Fig. 8. Multi-Unit PSA scenario classified by SITER.

Fig. 9. Monte Carlo method used to calculate the top event probability of a fault tree.
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4.2. Monte Carlo simulation for multi-unit PSA

In a single unit PSA, the probability of each sequence is esti-
mated by simply calculating how many times each sequence be-
comes true during the Monte Carlo simulation. In a multi-unit PSA,
there are many combinations of sequences between units, and the
probability for every combination of sequences should be esti-
mated. For each run of the Monte Carlo simulation, each sequence
is tested if it becomes true or false. Sequences that become true are
stored in a history file.

Fig. 11 shows some of the results saved in the history file of the
FTeMC. The history file records the run number, the number of
failed units, and the failed sequences.

For example, the 1006-th run (2nd line) represents a case in
which the SBO-2 sequence of unit-1 occurs. The 96261-th run
represents the SBO-2 sequence of unit-1 and the SBO-2 sequence of
unit-3 occurring simultaneously, that is, two units fail
simultaneously.

4.3. Quantification of multi-unit scenario for level 1 PSA

The SiTER software reads the history file so as to evaluate the

probability for each multi-unit scenario (combination of se-
quences). It processes the history file generated by the FTeMC as
follows:

- Read the history file generated by the FTeMC
- Extract information for multi-unit scenario in each run
- Calculate the probability of each multi-unit scenario, which is
calculated by counting how many times each multi-unit sce-
nario appears.

Fig. 11 shows an example screen for a multi-unit scenario clas-
sified using SiTER. Each line represents a multi-unit scenario. The
12-th scenario corresponds to the case in which the LOOP-6
sequence of unit-1 happens and the probability of the scenario is
evaluated as 1.181e-5. The 13-th scenario corresponds to a case in
which the SBO-2 sequence of unit-1 and SBO-2 sequence of unit-2
happen simultaneously and the probability of the scenario is
evaluated as 9.57e-6.

4.4. Comparison of quantification results

Because the example model used here has a low conditional

Fig. 10. An example of the Monte Carlo simulation.

Fig. 11. An example of history file of FTeMC calculation.
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core damage probability, there will be a very small error caused by
the REA method or the MCUB method. However, the results in
Figs. 8 and 12 show some differences between the minimal cut set
approach and the Monte Carlo approach. It is expected to come
from the use of the ‘delete term approximation’ for negation. To
verify the quantification results, we performed a quantitative
analysis for several scenarios using the BDDmethod [12], which can
give an exact value. FTREX [13] is used to quantify an example using
the BDD method. Table 1 shows a summary of the results. The
Monte Carlo approach provides similar results with the BDD
method within uncertainty bounds. The minimal cut set approach
may give different results compared to the BDD method for a
specific case. In this example, it can result in a 16% error for the
LOOP-6 scenario.

5. Extension to multi-unit level 2 PSA scenario

A typical Level 2 PSA framework is introduced in NUREG-1150
[8,9]. A core damage event tree is extended by incorporating the
plant damage states (PDS), and is characterized into PDS groups. For
each PDS group, a scenario regarding the severe accident phe-
nomena in the containment building is developed using the
containment event tree. Finally, it is characterized by the source
term category. A software CONPAS [10] is used for Level 2 PSA,

which is based on the NUREG-1150 methodology with an intro-
duction of the decomposition event tree and if-then-else rule for
categorization and quantification of Level 2 PSA sequences (see
Fig. 13).

In the CONPAS approach, a Level 2 PSA only takes the frequency
of a Level 1 PSA sequence as input. Thus, another process is required
to combine the Level 1 & Level 2 PSAs. In this study, KAERI uses an
approach to combine the results of the Level 1 PSA and the results
of the Level 2 PSA, instead of combining the Level 1 & Level 2 PSA
models. Cho examined this approach for the multi-unit Level 2 PSA
[16].

From the results of the Level 2 PSA, we take only the fraction
divided into each source term category (STC) for each PDS, called
the ‘PDS to STC fractions’ in this paper. The ‘PDS to STC fractions’ are
incorporated into each scenario of the Level 1 PSA in order to
extend the Level 1 PSA into the Level 2 PSA. We can obtain the PSA
results from the viewpoint of the source term release. Fig. 14 il-
lustrates the concept of this approach.

Thus, by combining the STC fractions for each PDS in the Level 1
PSA results, it is possible to evaluate the frequency from the
viewpoint of the source term category.

SiTER has a function to extend the result of the Level 1 PSA
scenario into the STC of a Level 2 PSA. Fig. 15 shows an example of a
multi-unit PSA scenario in terms of STC extended by the SiTER. The

Fig. 12. Multi-Unit PSA scenario classified by SITER.

Table 1
Comparison of quantification results.

# of Units Scenario BDD Minimal Cut Setc Monte Carlo (109 Samples)c

Probability Errora Probability Errora 5%b 95%b

1 SBO-2 8.63E-04 8.88E-04 2.9% 8.63E-04 0.0% 8.61E-04 8.64E-04
1 LOOP-3 4.59E-05 4.72E-05 2.8% 4.57E-05 �0.4% 4.54E-05 4.61E-05
1 SBO-7 1.90E-05 1.90E-05 0.0% 1.91E-05 0.5% 1.89E-05 1.93E-05
1 LOOP-6 1.19E-05 1.38E-05 16.0% 1.19E-05 0.0% 1.17E-05 1.21E-05
1 SBO-4 4.51E-06 4.59E-06 1.8% 4.53E-06 0.4% 4.42E-06 4.65E-06
2 2 � SBO-2 9.16E-06 9.43E-06 2.9% 9.05E-06 �1.2% 8.89E-06 9.21E-06
3 3 � SBO-2 3.69E-06 3.74E-06 1.4% 3.71E-06 0.5% 3.61E-06 3.81E-06

a The difference with BDD result.
b 5% and 95% value of Monte Carlo result.
c FTREX and FTeMC solves the example model in 0.2 s d 2519 s, respectively. The model is a small example which includes 559 gates and 416 basic events. For a pilot study

with a large PSAmodel (about 30,000 gates and 20,000 basic events), FTREX takes 1min with the truncation value of 10�10 and 10min with the truncation value of 10�12. Note
that the calculation time for minimal cut sets depends on the complexity of a PSA model. FTeMC takes about 1e5 min with a 106 samples. It is expected to take 100e500 min
with a 108 samples.
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5-th to 7-th scenarios come from the SBO-4 sequence of unit-3. The
15-th to 17-th scenarios come from the simultaneous sequences of
the SBO-7 sequence of unit-2 and the SBO-6 sequence of unit-3.

6. Summary and conclusion

This article discussed themethodology and software for a multi-
unit PSA developed by KAERI. Two approaches were developed to
quantify a multi-unit PSA scenario. One is a minimal cut set

approach, and the other is a Monte Carlo approach. The approaches
use the PSA model, which consists of event and fault trees. Thus,
traditional PSA software can be used for the analysis. However,
additional software should be developed because of the charac-
teristics of a multi-unit PSA.

Regarding a Level 2 PSA, we used an approach to extend the
results of a Level 1 PSA into a Level 2 PSA. This is beneficial because
we do not need to include a Level 2 PSA model when generating
minimal cut sets, which is the most time-consuming calculation

Fig. 13. Level 2 PSA procedure of CONPAS software.

Fig. 14. Concept to extend Level 1 PSA into Level 2 PSA.
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step.
For an overall risk assessment, it is necessary to perform a Level

3 PSA analysis for each scenario of a multi-unit PSA. However, it is
difficult to perform a Level 3 PSA analysis because of a large number
of scenarios. KAERI has been developing a method using a kind of
extrapolation, where a Level 3 PSA for representative scenarios are
performed and the Level 3 PSA risk for the other scenario is esti-
mated by an extrapolation of the results for representative sce-
narios using the amount of the source term released [17]. In the
future, this feature will be incorporated into the software frame-
work presented in this article.

The approach developed by KAERI has been successfully tested
to quantify combinations of accident sequences in a pilot study for a
multi-unit PSA [15e17], where the same type of six units are
assumed and CCFs are considered for a small number of important
SSCs (Structure, System and Component). In Korea, we are planning
to perform a PSA for amulti-unit site composed of different types of
reactors. The approach developed in this article is expected to be
tested in a real multi-unit PSA.
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